Protein structures cluster into families of folds that can result from extremely different amino acid sequences [1] . Because the enormous amount of genetic information generates a limited number of protein folds [2] , a particular domain structure often assumes numerous functions. How new protein structures and new functions evolve under these limitations remains elusive. Molecular evolution may be driven by the ability of biomacromolecules to adopt multiple conformations as a bridge between different folds [3] [4] [5] [6] . This could allow proteins to explore new structures and new tasks while part of the structural ensemble retains the initial conformation and function as a safeguard [7]. Here we show that a global structural switch can arise from single amino acid changes in cysteinerich domains (CRD) of cnidarian nematocyst proteins. The ability of these CRDs to form two structures with different disulfide patterns from an identical cysteine pattern is distinctive [8]. By applying a structurebased mutagenesis approach, we demonstrate that a cysteine-rich domain can interconvert between two natively occurring domain structures via a bridge state containing both structures. Comparing cnidarian CRD sequences leads us to believe that the mutations we introduced to stabilize each structure reflect the birth of new protein folds in evolution.
Protein structures cluster into families of folds that can result from extremely different amino acid sequences [1] . Because the enormous amount of genetic information generates a limited number of protein folds [2] , a particular domain structure often assumes numerous functions. How new protein structures and new functions evolve under these limitations remains elusive. Molecular evolution may be driven by the ability of biomacromolecules to adopt multiple conformations as a bridge between different folds [3] [4] [5] [6] . This could allow proteins to explore new structures and new tasks while part of the structural ensemble retains the initial conformation and function as a safeguard [7] . Here we show that a global structural switch can arise from single amino acid changes in cysteinerich domains (CRD) of cnidarian nematocyst proteins. The ability of these CRDs to form two structures with different disulfide patterns from an identical cysteine pattern is distinctive [8] . By applying a structurebased mutagenesis approach, we demonstrate that a cysteine-rich domain can interconvert between two natively occurring domain structures via a bridge state containing both structures. Comparing cnidarian CRD sequences leads us to believe that the mutations we introduced to stabilize each structure reflect the birth of new protein folds in evolution.
Results
Evidence for the conformational diversity of proteins and the biological relevance of this diversity has gathered over the last years. Biological processes are driven by confined structural fluctuations [9] [10] [11] and local secondary-structure interconversions [7, 12] , as well as tertiary-and quaternary-structural rearrangements, most prominently those involved in folding disorders such as prion diseases [13, 14] . Although there is not yet direct proof for the role of conformational diversity in protein evolution, an RNA sequence has been shown to assume two unrelated ribozyme folds with different activities in solution [4] . Such ''bridge states'' that form two different folds from a single sequence could evolve two different functions upon gene duplication and mutation [7, 15] . The existence of such bridge states for the conversion between fundamentally different protein structures has been questioned because the chemical diversity of 20 amino acids leads to diverse conformational preferences [4] .
A key position in the evolutionary tree is assumed by cnidarians, which have one of the longest fossil histories of all metazoans [16] . The most distinctive feature of cnidarians is the nematocyst, a specialized organelle, which discharges with nanosecond kinetics upon stimulation [17] . The walls of these osmotically charged capsules are stabilized by a covalent crosslinking of cysteine-rich domains (CRDs). The short CRDs of little more than 20 amino acids contain a conserved pattern of six cysteines ( Figure 1 ) and form the N-and the C-terminal domain of various minicollagens in Hydra [18, 19] . In addition, they occur in the nematocyst outer-wall antigen (NOWA) as a C-terminal octad repeat [20] . NOWA forms globular aggregates, which probably function as positional organizers of minicollagen assembly [21] . Minicollagens are expressed as soluble precursors with three intramolecular disulfide bonds in their CRDs. During nematocyst maturation, they crosslink with NOWA in an intermolecular disulfide-reshuffling reaction to form the capsule suprastructure [21] . The N-and C-terminal domains of minicollagen 1 have been shown to form different structures with different disulfide bridges [8] and a different overall topology. The significance of cnidarians for early metazoan evolution and the structural variation in closely related domains make the CRDs from Hydra an attractive model for studying the evolution of new protein folds.
The solution structure of the first CRD of NOWA (NW1) shares the disulfide pattern and overall structure of the N-terminal CRD of minicollagen 1 (Figure 1 ). The disulfide pattern (8-20,12-25,16-24) differs completely from the one (8-24,12-20,16-25) previously determined for the minicollagen1 C-terminal CRD (Mcol1C) [22] despite a sequence identity of 44% between the first and last cysteine residues of NW1 and Mcol1C. The two sequences need to turn several times to bring the cysteine side chains together. None of the turns, however, coincide between the two structures ( Figures 1A and  1B) . Furthermore, a conserved proline has cis conformation in the NW1 fold but a trans conformation in the Mcol1C fold. The NW1 structure has an overall lefthanded topology, whereas the Mcol1C structure has a right-handed topology, resulting in an entirely different appearance of the two structures.
The small cysteine-rich structures exhibit characteristics that distinguish them from larger folds but turn out to be beneficial for a mutational study of proteinstructure conversion. The NW1 and Mcol1C structures are both devoid of a hydrophobic core or salt bridges. Because the cysteine pattern is conserved, different turn propensities of the noncysteine residues must account for the differences in structure between the cysteine-rich domains. Consequently, noncysteine residues in the NW1 and Mcol1C sequences were tested for turn propensities [23] that favor their respective domain structure over the competing structure ( Figure 1 ). This permitted a rational approach to identifying local features, which favor the different domain structures. The strongest effect was predicted for mutations introducing Pro21 (K21P) and Val11 (G11V) into the NW1 structure ( Figure 1 ; also Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available online).
Wild-type and mutant forms of the NW1 sequence were recombinantly expressed as 15 N-labeled proteins. Purification yielded one major species for the NW1 wildtype ( Figure 2A ). Amide resonances of the 1 H-15 N HSQC were assigned to give a ''fingerprint'' of the wild-type structure. In contrast to the wild-type, the K21P mutant form yielded two prominent separable species I and II in a ratio of 1:3.5 ( Figure 2 ). Mass spectrometry confirmed that both species have the predicted molecular weight with three intact disulfide bonds (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). NMR spectroscopy of both species showed that they are folded and structurally stable. Resonance assignments proved that the two K21P species differ significantly, and the chemical shifts in the cysteine-rich core indicate a global structural change ( Figure 2B ).
The HSQC spectrum of species I closely resembled the spectrum of the wild-type. Accordingly, independent structure determination showed that species I retains the structure of the wild-type NW1 domain ( Figure 2C ; also Figure S2 ). As a result of the geometric constraints imposed on the sequence by disulfide bonding, the g turn topology around Cys20 is retained in the K21P mutant, albeit not stabilized by a hydrogen bond. Species II, on the other hand, assumes a fold that closely resembles the Mcol1C structure, with disulfide bonds switched from (8-20,12-25,16-24) to (8-24,12-20,16-25), a right-handed topology instead of a left-handed topology, and a proline switched from cis to trans ( Figure 2C ; also Figure S2 ).
Both purified structures of the K21P mutant are stable in the absence of catalysts; that is, they do not reshuffle their intramolecular disulfide bonds. This is most likely due to the enormous activation energy required for unfolding, proline isomerization, and the rearrangement of disulfide bonds. However, the interconversion of domain structures I and II does occur in redox buffer containing reduced and oxidized glutathione (Figure 3 ). This indicates that conversion occurs via partially or fully reduced states and demonstrates that the different structures are not populated as kinetic traps. Rather, the two domain structures are populated under equilibrium conditions; the ground-state structure is not unique. Despite differences in high-energy structural features, both structures have less than 0.8 kcal/mol energy difference in the K21P mutant, which thus forms a bridge state between two fundamentally different tertiary structures. The absence of one hydrogen bond in the K21P mutant destabilizes structure I relative to II by DDG f > 2.5 kcal/mol. This is in full agreement with the energetic contribution of few kcal/mol expected from a partially buried hydrogen bond in proteins [24] . As a consequence, the equilibrium between domain structures I and II, estimated by peak volumes in NMR spectroscopy and analytical HPLC, shifts from >95% structure I to only 22% structure I in the K21P mutant. Structure II in the K21P mutant can be further stabilized relative to structure I by the introduction of a G11V mutation. This shifts the equilibrium proportion of domain structure II from approximately 78% to approximately 95% (Figure 2A) , accordingly conferring DDG z 1.0 kcal/mol to the stabilization of the new structure relative to the previous one. A single G11V mutation in NW1, on the other hand, yields domain structures I and II at a ratio of 70% to 30%, as determined by NMR 15 N HSQC peak intensities (not shown). In conclusion, the main energetic contribution for the structural switch arises from the removal of a single hydrogen bond, supplemented by a smaller contribution from a single intrinsic amino acid positional potential ( Figure S1 ).
A depiction of the structural conversion from wildtype NW1 via the bridge state K21P to the G11V K21P mutant is shown in Figure 4 . The two point mutations induce a nearly complete conversion of structure I in the wild-type sequence into structure II. The bridge state structures very closely resemble the natively and artificially evolved domains of the NW1 wild-type and double mutant. The artificially induced structure II is very similar to the naturally evolved Mcol1 C-terminal domain ( Figure 4A ). An alignment of known minicollagen sequences demonstrates the striking conservation of the residues we have identified as conformational switches between the different domain structures of Hydra CRDs ( Figure 4B ; Figure S3 ), indicating that the structural polarity between N-and C-terminal domains of Mcol1 is conserved in minicollagens. This suggests an evolutionary scenario in which a bridge state similar to the K21P mutant has diversified upon gene duplication to form two different domains fixed by their respective disulfide patterns (Figure 4) .
A possible evolutionary bridge carrying only one of the two mutations identified here is found in the C-terminal CRD of Hydra minicollagen 7 ( Figure 4B ; Figure S3 ). Interestingly, in minicollagen sequences of the more primordial sea anemone Nematostella vectensis, both mutations can be found separately ( Figure S3 ). Clearly, these evolved folds retain metastability in accordance with the need to undergo structural changes upon nematocyst wall maturation. The fact that the NOWA octarepeat domain, which spontaneously undergoes disulfidedependent self assembly [21] , has uniform CRD folds (S.M. et al., unpublished data) strongly points to a homophilic polymerization mechanism. Reoxidation of a solution containing two differently folded CRDs (NW1 wt and Mcol1C wt) and subsequent PAGE and mass spectrometric analysis supports the notion of a spontaneous homodimerization between CRDs of only the NW1 wild-type fold. The invention of a second fold to inhibit a premature elongation of the collagen polymer might therefore have facilitated a controlled step during final nematocyst maturation ( Figure S4 ). In addition, a homophilic propagation process is presumed to result in a more extended and flexible network that adapts to the microtubule cage harboring the growing nematocyst vesicle and thus can accommodate the unique mechanical properties of the nematocyst.
Discussion
We demonstrate that two different naturally occurring tertiary structures of cysteine-rich domains from Hydra minicollagens are linked in sequence space by single amino acid changes via a bridge state sequence adopting both native structures. The determinants of the two domain structures are strikingly conserved among cnidarian minicollagen sequences. This argues for an important gene-duplication and -differentiation step in the genetic history of cnidarians for the invention of novel molecular phenotypes, thus pointing to the relevance of the continuous mutational paths retraced here. Although previous experimental proof has been sparse, local conformational variations and secondarystructure fluctuations in a stable tertiary context [7, 12] have pointed to the possibility of global structural switches in proteins. The only known example of a global tertiary-structure switch in a particular protein sequence without change in solvent conditions has been the interconversion of soluble protein and aggregating b-sheetrich conformation in misfolding diseases. As a result of the dynamic instability of the folds involved, bridge states between different structures in solution have, however, been inherently harder to detect than structural populations that self-replicate and get trapped by aggregation in protein-misfolding diseases. Notably, though, this capability to self-replicate may play a developmental and evolutionary role because the structural diversity of prion proteins has been implicated in molecular memory formation [14] .
The use of disulfide-linked domains in our study allowed the purification and characterization of different structural states that would freely interconvert for polypeptide chains without disulfide linkage. In addition, the domains used in this study retain marginal stability to fulfil their biological function. The structural switch in a small disulfide-rich sequence from Hydra is achieved by exclusive tailoring of dihedral angle preferences and hydrogen-bonding properties of the mutated residues, as indicated by the fact that sidechain interactions apart from the disulfide bridges are essentially absent in these small domains. Presumably, the structural evolution of larger protein folds will further depend on a coevolution of amino acid pairs involved in long-range sidechain interactions [25] . In addition, a larger conformational space may become accessible to marginally stable proteins, which are not densely packed with disulfide bonds. Previously, different protein folds have been predicted to be separated by only a few amino acids or even to overlap in sequence space [15, 26] . Theoretical models of protein structure and evolution thus have questioned the uniqueness of the ground-state structure and have pointed to the relevance of avoiding overly stable ''mutational traps'' in order to maintain the evolvability of the sequence [15] , which is in agreement with our findings. We conclude that theoretical modeling in conjunction with the experiments presented here provides strong support that smooth transitions may be a widespread feature in the evolution of naturally occurring protein folds.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include the Experimental Procedures, four figures, and three tables and can be found online at http://www. current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/17/2/173/DC1/. (A) The lowest-energy NMR conformers out of 100 calculated (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) are shown as ribbon representations with cystines depicted in yellow and mutated residues 11 and 21 shown in red. Single point mutations of the bridge-state sequences can induce an abundance of more than 95% of either fold. Experimental details on NMR structure determination as well as PDB identifiers are given in the Supplemental Data; NMR structure bundles are shown in Figure S2 . The comparison of the double mutant structure with the Mcol1C structure illustrates the identity of the synthetic with the natural fold (right). The only remaining difference in the mutated NW1 sequence is a glycine (G23) that induces a bII turn in position i + 3 of the synthetic NW1 sequence [23] ; in comparison, there is a bI turn in Mcol1C.
(B) Sequence alignment of N-and C-terminal cysteine-rich domains of minicollagens from Hydra. Mutations shown to switch the domain structure are highlighted in light blue. The alignment indicates that the polarity between N-and C-terminal domains is conserved in minicollagens because identified determinants of the different structures are conserved.
